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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Giovanni Kumbiaz Sánchez has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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autogestivo
Production of goods or services either autonomous or to satisfy their own interests or needs or specific people.

brincacharco
Is says so to an object too short or very wide in their limbs, by it regular used this term to refer is to the clothes,
especially them pants.

chamuscados
scorched is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Singeing" being its meaning:<br>It is said so with something
that has been subjected to high temperatures and that consequently has had a certain impact.

city
Is a word in English, it translates to the Spanish as " City "

échale leña
It is used this phrase to understand someone that worsen or improve a situation with actions or words that apply, usually
used to make worse, for example to make someone angry.

fachinero
Says is somewhere with an unsightly view by his disorder in aromas, hence both things the fachosa person, who is not
arranged and wears whatever is regardless of his appearance.

pasarse de la raya
This phrase is used to indicate that a person too exaggerated something or came to the end in a situation, as for
example, performing a very practical joke.


